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When we were children we acted as children and thought as children; our feelings were the feelings of children; now that we are grown, we have assumed our adult responsibilities and powers. Now the days of our growth have made us --- both in body and soul --- able to rule ourselves and our world.

To us is given the authority to demand and command at will, having learned to focus our attention in harmony with our intention. We have dispensed with all the lies.

Today, I have spoken the words.

Today, I made the call.

And so, as I have said to one, "Go there!" and to another, "Come, here." and they have gone and come, so the one True God has said, "Call me, and I will surely come." and I take him at his word.

Today, I have called and upon the Earth I have laid both demand and command. The American Government must be restored and its sons and daughters returned to it without fear and without the false claims of evil men.

Three times three times three, we see what our words and deeds have done and we issue our demands and our commands with full force, full effect, full authority and honor.
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